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Get an Overview of the ACP-100 Certification: 

Who should take the ACP-100 exam? This is the first question that comes to a 

candidate’s mind when preparing for the Jira Data Center and Server 

Administration certification. The ACP-100 certification is suitable for candidates 

who are keen to earn knowledge on the Data Center and Server and grab their 

Atlassian Certified Professional - Jira Administrator (ACP-JA). When it is about 

starting the preparation, most candidates get confused regarding the study 

materials and study approach. But ACP-100 study guide PDF is here to solve the 

problem. ACP-100 PDF combines some effective sample questions and offers 

valuable tips to pass the exam with ease. 

Why Should You Earn the Atlassian ACP-100 

Certification? 

There are several reasons why one should grab the ACP-100 certification.  

 The Jira Data Center and Server Administration certification proves to be 

one of the most recognized certifications. 

 The certification badge proves the knowledge of the candidate regarding 

subject matters and makes his resume presentable to potential candidates.  

 Thus earning the Atlassian Certified Professional - Jira Administrator 

(ACP-JA) is a powerful qualification for a prosperous career. 

What Is the Atlassian ACP-100 Jira Data Center 

and Server Administration Certification Exam 

Structure? 

Exam Name 
Atlassian Certified Professional - Jira Administrator (ACP-

JA) 

Exam Code ACP-100 

Exam Price $250 (USD) 

Duration 180 mins 

Number of Questions 80 
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Passing Score 54% 

Books / Training 

Jira Administrator learning path 

ACP-100 Jira Administration for Data Center Exam 

Success 

Schedule Exam Certmetrics  

Sample Questions 
Atlassian Jira Data Center and Server Administration 

Sample Questions  

Practice Exam Atlassian ACP-100 Certification Practice Exam  

Enhance Knowledge with ACP-100 Sample 

Questions: 

Question: 1   

You are asked to review a set of requirements for a new Jira Software instance. You need to 

determine whether each requirement can be met in either a Data Center or Cloud environment 

or only in one of them. 

Identify the requirement that can only be met only in a Cloud site. 

a) ability for users to change their Autowatch preferences 

b) ability for Jira administrators to disable sub-tasks globally 

c) ability for project administrators to add their own custom fields to a project 

d) ability to set package logging levels 

e) ability to integrate with Confluence 

Answer: c 

Question: 2   

You associated your project with a new priority scheme. OLD Priority Scheme: High, Medium 

(Default), Low NEW Priority Scheme: P1, P2, P3, P4 Identify what else may need to be updated 

as a direct result. 

a) field configuration where priority was required 

b) default values in field context 

c) issue collectors using a custom template 

d) post functions in workflow 

e) statistics gadgets based on priority 

Answer: d 
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Question: 3  

New employee Roger complains that he receives too many Issue Updated notifications in the 

DEV project. Roger is neither a Jira administrator nor a project administrator in DEV. 

Which two adjustments can Roger make to remedy this problem? 

(Choose two.) 

a) Disable his Autowatch preference setting. 

b) Change the Email Type preference setting. 

c) Set "Sharing" preference setting to "Unshared". 

d) Set "My Changes" preference setting to "Do not notify me". 

e) Remove himself from the Issue Updated event notification. 

f) Unsubscribe from issue subscriptions. 

Answer: a, d 

Question: 4  

You need to create a filter based on a custom date field called Revisit. The filter must return 

issues where Revisit date has already passed as well as issues where Revisit date is before the 

end of the next day. Identify the correct JQL statement. 

a) Revisit <= now() AND Revisit <= 24h 

b) Revisit <= now(1d) 

c) Revisit <= now(24h) 

d) Revisit >= startofday() OR Revisit >= endOfDay(-1) 

e) Revisit <= now() OR Revisit <= endOfDay(1) 

Answer: e 

Question: 5  

You have just received a list of requirements for modifications to Jira. Any change that may 

impact the index needs to be delayed until the weekend. One modification on that list definitely 

does not impact the index. Identify that modification. 

a) rename a workflow status 

b) hide the Priority in a field configuration 

c) create a Select List custom field 

d) change the search template for a Select List custom field 

Answer: a 
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Question: 6  

Frank needs to clean up a large project. Most issues have recent activity. But there are also 

hundreds of unresolved issues. He needs to see a graphic display of issues created each 

month, and how many of those created issues are still unresolved. 

Which gadget is ideal for this purpose? 

a) Activity Stream 

b) Created vs. Resolved Chart 

c) Filter Results 

d) Recently Created Chart 

e) Average Age Chart 

f) Resolution Time 

Answer: d 

Question: 7  

Currently, there are 25 options available for the Resolution field when closing issues in the DEV 

project. You need to make a configuration change so that only 3 options are available when 

closing DEV issues but all 25 remain for other projects. 

Which configuration must be modified? 

a) Status Property 

b) Transition Property 

c) Post Function 

d) Transition Screen 

e) Field Configuration 

f) Field Context 

Answer: b 

Question: 8  

A team is splitting in two. One team will continue using project MIRO. The second team will use 

a new project ASTRO which was created with a shared configuration with MIRO. Now you need 

to meet other business requirements. 

Which requirement necessitates creating a separate issue type scheme? 

a) ASTRO tasks need to be dragged into MIRO epics on a common board. 

b) ASTRO tasks need to require the Priority field. MIRO tasks do not. 

c) ASTRO tasks should have an extra status in their workflow than MIRO tasks. 

d) ASTRO tasks should have a different create screen than MIRO tasks. 

e) ASTRO should disable sub-task creation while MIRO should continue to allow it. 

Answer: e 
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Question: 9  

PRM project tracks improvements related to your products. In the past, customers had to be in 

the "PRM-viewers" group, in order to see them. But they frequently logged in only once and 

crowded the Jira Internal Directory. 

Now you want them to be able to view improvements anonymously. Identify the appropriate 

setting change. 

a) Change the Mode setting in General Configuration. 

b) Modify the setting "Sharing with anyone on the web." 

c) Grant permission to a group in Browse Projects permission. 

d) Reorder the user directories. 

e) Delete PRM-viewers group from Jira Internal Directory. 

Answer: c 

Question: 10  

You must meet two requirements in the SUPPORT project: 

- Notify Martin only during the workflow transition to Escalated 

- Do not notify Martin about any other issue updates or status changes in the project. 

Identify the configuration that definitely meets both requirements. 

a) Create a custom event. 

a) List Martin only in this event in the notification scheme. 

b) Configure the transition to fire this event. 

c) Remove Martin from all notification events. 

d) Create a custom project role for Martin. 

e) Add a User Is In Project Role condition to the transition. 

b) Enter Martin into the Generic Event in the notifications scheme. 

f) Configure the transition to fire the Generic Event. 

g) Remove Martin from the other notification events. 

c) Create a custom event listing Martin. 

h) Create a post function to fire the custom event. 

i) Tell Martin to set ""Do not notify me"" on his user profile. 

Answer: a 
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What Study Guide Works Best in Acing the 

Atlassian ACP-100 Jira Data Center and Server 

Administration Certification? 

The ACP-100 study guide is a combination of some proven study tips and the 

combination of all valuable study materials like sample questions, syllabus and 

practice tests in one place. 

Explore the Syllabus Topics and Learn from the Core: 

If you are determined to earn success in the Jira Data Center and Server 

Administration exam, getting in full touch of the syllabus is mandatory. During 

preparation, you might not like all syllabus sections or topics, but try to get at 

least the fundamental knowledge from the sections you don’t like. The more you 

possess knowledge on all syllabus sections, the more is the chance to attempt 

maximum number of questions during the actual exam. 

Make Your Schedule: 

Studying and completing the syllabus becomes easier, if you work on the 

syllabus topics after making a schedule. Your syllabus must mention what areas 

you want to cover and within what time. Once you make a schedule and follow it 

regularly, syllabus completion becomes easier and preparation becomes 

smoother. 

Get Expert Advice from the Training: 

Do not forget to join the Atlassian ACP-100 training if it is providing any. Training 

enhances the practical knowledge of a candidate, which helps them to work well 

in the practical field during projects.  

Get Access to the PDF Sample Questions: 

If your study material is in a PDF format or the materials are mobile-friendly, 

what could be better than that? Get access to the free sample questions and 

keep enhancing your knowledge beyond the syllabus. 
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Avoid Dumps and Utilize the Atlassian ACP-100 Practice 

Test: 

Why should you rely on practice tests? The reason is simple: you must get 

familiar with the exam pattern before reaching the exam hall. An aspirant aware 

of the exam structure and time management during the exam preparation can 

perform well in the actual exam and attempt the maximum number of questions 

during the exam. 

Many aspirants prefer to read from dumps, but they miss out on the self 

assessment method. Therefore, ACP-100 practice tests always stand out to be 

the better choice than dumps PDF. 

 

Avail the Proven ACP-100 Practice Test for Success!!! 

Do you want to pass the ACP-100 exam on your first attempt? Stop worrying; we, 

CertFun.com are here to provide you the best experience during your Atlassian 

Jira Administration for Data Center and Server preparation. Try out our free mock 

tests to get a glimpse of our quality study materials, and build your confidence 

with the premium ACP-100 practice tests. Our expert-designed questions help 

you to improve performance and pass the exam on your first attempt. 


